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My invention relates to bolt anchors and 
more particularly to‘ a ductile bolt anchor 
which will permit a particular sized bolt an 
chor to be used with the greatest possible 

5 range of screws or other expanding means, 
of different sizes or diameters. 
My invention further relates to an article 

of manufacture, combinations and details of 
constructions, which will be more fully here 

10 inafter described in the speci?cation and 
pointed out‘ in the claims. 
My invention is to be considered in connec 

tion with, and is an- improvement upon, 
United States Letters Patents 1,057,975 

15 Newhall and Pleister, patented April 1, 1918 ; 
_ 1,499,071 Pleister, patented June 24, 1924; 

1,499,072, Pleister patented June 24, 1924. 
In the accompanying drawings showing 

different illustrative embodiments of my in 
20 vention, and in which the same reference nu- ' 

merals refer to similar parts in the several 
?gures :— ' - 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of the preferred 
form of my bolt anchor; ‘ 

Fig. 2 is a front elevation of the outer end 
of the bolt anchor; 

25 

Fig. 3 is a rear elevation of the inner end - 
of the bolt anchor; 

Fig. 4 is a longitudinal vertical section on 
30 the line 4——4 of Fig. 2, looking in the direc 

tion of the arrows; 
Fig. 5 is a transverse vertical section on 

the line 5——5 of Fig. 4 looking in the direc— 
tion of the arrows; . V 

Fig. 6 is a transverse vertical section on 
the line 6——6 of Fig. 4, looking in the direc 
tion of the arrows; . 

Fig. 7 is a vertical section through a wall or 
other suitable support. the work and the bolt 
anchor, a small screwbeing shown cooperat 
ing with the bolt anchor; 

Fig. 8 is a cross section on line 8-8 of 
Figure 7 looking in the direction of the ar 

45 rows; . 
i Fig. 9 is a cross section on line 9—~9of‘Fig. 

7 looking in the direction of the arrows; 
‘Fig. 10 is a vertical section illustrating a 
larger and shorter screw cooperating with 

50 the bolt anchor, and not engaging with the 

supplemental secondary longitudinally ex 
tending ribs; , - 

Fig. 11 is a cross-section on line 11——11 of 
Figure 10, looking in the direction of the ar 
rows; ' V I , ' . 

Fig. 12 is a vertical section, similar to Fig 
ure 10, illustrating a short bridle ring shank 
cooperating with the bolt anchor; 

Fig. 13 is a front elevation of Figure 12; 
Fig. 14 is a vertical section, similar'to Fig~ 

, ure 6, but of a, modi?cation, in which the ex 
terior longitudinally ‘extending valleys or 
voids are not in radial alignment with the in 
terior primary ribs, as in the preferred con 
struction, Figures 1 to 11, inclusive; 

Figs. 15—19 illustrate'another modi?cation. 
Fig. 15 is a plan of this modi?cation; 

Fig. 16 is a front elevation of the outer end 
of the modification of Figure 15; 

Fig. 17 is a rear elevationof the inner end 
of the modi?cation illustratedin Figure 15; 
i Fig. 18 is a longitudinal vertical section 
of the modi?cation illustrated in "Figure 15; 
I Fig. 19 is a vertical section through a wall 
or other support, the bolt anchor and the 
work supported. ' p ' _ 

In installing attachments, such as electrical 
?xtures, insulator brackets, cable ‘ clamps, 
bridle rings, or any form of attachment, 
which vary in size and duty to be performed, 
different sizebolt anchorsand particular size 
screws, to ?t the particular size bolt anchor 
have to be used. 1 Thisrequires a contractor 
to keep in stock and to send out his mechanics 
with several sizes of bolt anchors and corre 
sponding sizes of screws, to ?t the di?erent 
size bolt anchors. To drill the holes for the 
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ductile bolt anchors, the different size drills ‘ 
to correspond with the particular size ductile 
anchor, have to be bought'and kept on'hand. 
By my presentinvention I permit work, of 

the greatest possible range, to be held to a 
wall or other suitable support by a ductile 
anchor of a. given size. In my present in 
vention, for example, with a given size duc 
tile anchor I may use variable diameters of 
screws, for example, from #8 to #14. ' This 
eliminates the necessity of the contractor car' 
rying in stock. ductile anchors of interme 
diate sizes. This also permits the contractor 
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_ to equip his mechanics with one size ductile 
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anchor and one size drill to perform prac 
tically all the work that they will be required 
to perform on a given job, which ordinarily 
would require di?erent size bolt anchors and‘ 
corresponding screws. It will be seen, there 
fore, that his investment in ductile anchors 
need be only a few sizes, for each size will 
accommodate four, ?ve or more sizes of 
screws, bridle rings or other ‘expanding 
means. 

and error on the part ‘of the mechanics‘ in 
using the wrong bolt anchor, in the wrong 
place and greatly simpli?es the work and 
reduces the cost of installation. 
In addition to the advantages just enumer 

ated, the bolt anchor built in accordance with 
my invention, has additional ‘advantages 
among others, to wit :-—'~ 

(1) It insures an extreme expansion at the 
inner end of the bolt anchor, beyond what 
could be had by merely increasing the height 
of the interior primary longitudinally ex 
tending ribs. _ ‘ 

(2) It permits the larger size screw, in 
tended for use with my bolt anchor, to turn 
freely, untilthe supplemental or secondary 
expanding means is encountered and then, 
and not until then, will the greatest resistance 
against turning of the screw be met, which, 
however, will be at a point where the ‘screw 
is nearly screwed home. This permits quick 
installation of the work. 

(3) It permits shorter screws of greater 
than minimum diameter to be easily inserted 
and obtain a good hold when the screw is not 
long enough to cooperate with the supple 
mental or secondary expanding means. 

(4:) It permits lower integral primary lon_ 
gitudinally expanding ribs at the outer por 
tion of the axial bore, to permit the unthread 
ed portion of a screw to enter freely without 
binding, allowing the‘thread on the screw to 
cut deeply and with greater expansion at the 
inner end of the bolt anchor. ' 

(5) It insures a maximum expansion of 
the bolt anchor before the screw reaches the 
inner end‘ of the shield, and from that point 
on produces a long area of maximum expan 
sion with greatly increased holding capacity. 
Other advantages will be apparent to those 

. skilled in the art. 

(II) 

In Figures 1 to 11 inclusive, I have shown 
the preferred form of my invention; in Fig 
ure 14 a modification; and in Figures 15 to 
19 inclusive, a still further modi?cation, it, 
of course, being understood that these are 
merely illustrative. 
In the preferred form of my invention, 

Figures 1-11, my bolt anchor 1 is'preferably 
formed of lead, or alloy, or other ductile 
metal and provided with a body member 2, 
usually in the form of a ring, to which are 
connected a plurality of tines, two integral 
tines, 3 and 4' being preferably employed, 
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though of course, the number of times may be 
increased without departing from my inven 
tion. ‘ 

In this preferred form, the exterior of the 
bolt anchor 1, is provided with a plurality of 
longitudinally extending grooves or voids 
5-5;‘ these grooves preferably increase in 
depth from the point 6 to the inner end 7 
of the bolt anchor. In this preferred form 
the axial bore 8 of the bolt anchor is provided 7 a 
with a plurality of longitudinally extending 
primary ribs 9—9,v which start within the 
body member or ring 2 and extend to the end 
7 .of the bolt anchor. These primary ribs 9, 
9 are parallel to the exterior grooves or voids 
5-5 and preferably in substantial radial 
alignment with them. By having the exte 
rior valleys or voids 5, 5 of the greatest depth 
at the inner end 7 of the bolt anchor, and 
having the longitudinally extending primary 
ribs 9, 9 in radial alignment with them, allows 
for the greatest displacement of ‘the metal 
of the anchor at the points of greatest expan 
sion, when the largest screws are used. , _ 
The voids or valleys 5, 5 formed on the 

exterior, and the voids 10, 10 formed on the 
interior of the bolt anchorv by the longitudi 
nally extending primary ribs 9, 9-will be ?lled 
up more, or less, by the metal of the ductile 
anchor, depending upon the degree ofexpan 
sion employed. ' 

TO 

F or example, in using the smallest screw, 
or other expanding means, the voids on the 
interior and exterior of the ductile anchor 1, 
will not be substantially changed from their 
original condition, for the small'screw will 
simply engage with the longitudinally ex~ 
tending primary ribs 9, 9 and in this manner 
expand the bolt anchor, giving'a ?rm and 
strong grip on the interior of the wall or 
other suitable support. With a larger screw, 
the metal of the bolt anchor will be more or 
less displaced, so that the voids 10, 10 on 
the interiorrand the voids or valleys 5, 5 on 
the exterior, will be more or less ?lled up. 
“Tith a screw of the maximum diameter, for 
the particular size bolt anchor, the metal of 
the bolt anchor will be put under such pres 
sure and so distorted as to substantially ?ll up 
all the interior and exterior voids 10 and 5 
respectively. . ' 

By arranging the exterior valleys or voids 
5, 5 parallel to the interior primary longitu 
dinal ribs 9, 9, and in radial alignment with 
said interior ribs, the metal just back of the 
ribs will be readily forced radially and ?ll 
up the voids formed by said valleys. By 
arranging the valleys in this manner I also 
get a bolt anchor of the same strength with 
less metal, which materially decreases the cost 
of manufacture. ‘ 

In addition to the interior primary longi 
tudinal ribs 9, 9, I mount on the interior of 
the bolt anchor supplemental or secondary 
expanding means, which are preferably 
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though not necessarily, in the form of one or 
more supplemental or secondary ribs 11, 11, 
two being shown by way of example in Fig 
ures 1 to 11 inclusive. These supplemental 
or secondary ribs 11, 11 start adjacent to the 
inner end 7 of the bolt anchor and extend to a 
point which is intermediate the inner end 7 
and the outer end 12 of the anchor. Pref 
erably they extend to the point 13, thereby 
choking down the area of the axial bore 8 at 
this point. 
By this construction I obtain the very ma 

terial advantages in a bolt anchor, previously 
enumerated herein under the numerals 1 to 5. 

. Further, without these supplemental or sec 
ondary ribs, 11, 11, higher longitudinally ex 
tending primary ribs 9, 9 would be required 
to give the proper allowance for displacement 
which would counteract the free act-ion of the 
screw in the axial bore adjacent the outer 
end 12. For example, a #14 screw, the 
largest size for use with this particular size 
anchor, will turn freely until. its maximum 
expansion is reached at the supplemental or 

. secondary ribs 11, 11, at which point it will 
be turned in with greater e?ort but with more 
powerful expansion. When a long #8 screw 
is used it will receive less support at the outer 
end 12 where the low primary ribs 9, 9 are 

‘ purposely placed to permit the unthreaded 
portion of the #14 screw to pass in freely, 
but this same #8' screw, which will work 
quite loosely at the outer end, will obtain 
a very substantial grip at the inner end due 
to the supplemental or secondary ribs 11, 11. 

It will be clear from Figures 4 and 7 that 
when the end 16 of a screw, such as 17, reaches 
the two supplemental or secondary expand 
ing means, in the form of the secondary ribs 
11, 11, the area of the axial bore 8, is choked 
down and the maximum expansion takes 
place from approximately the points 18, 18 
to the inner end 7 ofthe anchor, rather than 
at the end 7 of the anchor, thereby producing 
a long area of maximum expansion with 
greatly increased holding capacity, Figure 7. 

I preferably provide the exterior of my 
anchor'l with longitudinally extending ribs 
20, 20 to engage with the surface of the hole 
21, in a wall or other support 22, formed of 
masonry, brick, terra cotta, concrete or other 
similar material, against the surface of which 
the work 23 is to be supported. My anchor 
is also preferably provided with the usual 
slots 24, 24 between the tines 3 and 4 to per 
mit more ready expansion of the anchor. 
In Figures 12 and 13, I have shown a. 

bridle ring 25 with a short, thick screw 
threaded shank 26, cooperating with the 
longitudinally extending primary ribs 9, 9 
of the bolt anchor 1, the shank 26, not being 
long enough to engage with the supplemental - 
or secondary ribs 11, 11. The bridle ring is 
shown supporting bridle or drop wires 27, 27. 
In Figure 14 I have shown a modi?cation 

3 

in which the bolt anchor 101 is provided with 
the supplemental or secondary longitudi 
nally extending ribs 111, 111, the same as 
ribs 11, 11 in Figures 1 to 11v inclusive, but 
the interior longitudinally extending pri 
mary ribs 109, 109 are not located in'radial ‘ 
alignment with the exterior longitudinally 
extending valleys or voids 105, 105. 
In Figures 15 to 19 I have shown another 

modification of my invention. 
In this form the bolt anchor 102 is formed 

of ductile material the same as in the other 
‘forms and is provided with a body or ring 
member 30 slots 31, 31, and short exterior 
ribs 32, 32. It is also provided with the in 
terior longitudinally extending ribs 209, 209, 
the same as the primary ribs 9, 9, in the form 
illustrated in Figures 1 to 11', inclusive. In 
addition, it is also provided with the sup 
plemental or secondary ribs 211, 211, which 
are duplicates of the ribs 11, '11 in the ?rst 
form and perform the same function. 
The exterior of the bolt anchor 102 is dif 

ferent from the ?rst and second ‘forms shown 
respectively in Figures 1 to 13 inclusive, and 
in Figure 14, in that the longitudinally ex 
tending‘ valleys or voids’ are not employed. 
Instead, the exterior of ‘the bolt anchor 102 is 
provided with cross ribs 35, 35, forming cross. 
valleys or voids 36, 36. ' 
Having thus described this invention in 

connection with different illustrative embodi 
ments thereof, to the details of which I do not 
desire to be limited, what is claimed as new 
and what is desired to secure. by Letters Pat 
ent is set forth in the appended claims. 
What I claim is: _ I v i 

1. A new article of manufacture compris 
ing a ductile anchor. provided with an axial 
bore and primary interior longitudinally 
extending expanding means, and secondary 
interior longitudinally extending expanding a 
means of'shorter length than the primary 
expanding means said secondary means be 
ing mounted near the inner end of the anchor. 

2. A new article of manufacture compris 
ing a ductile anchor provided with an axial 
bore and primary interior longitudinally ex 
tending expanding means, and secondary 
interior longitudinally extending expanding 
means of shorter length than the primary 
expanding means said secondary means being 
mounted near the inner end of the anchor, 
and alternating with the primary expanding 
means. 
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